Remembering Mass Violence
mass violence, trauma, and their children - tandfonline - memory particularly with regard to the social
remembering of mass violence and trauma. how do individual memories of mass violence which are often
idiosyncratic, nonverbal, and embo-died coalesce and crystallize into coherent narratives shared by a group.
the books reviewed here demonstrate that there are both discursive means of remembering and nondiscursive means of remembering. social ... remembering mass violence: oral history, new media, and
... - remembering mass violence: oral history, new media, and performance ed. by steven high, edward little,
and thi ry duong (review) alexander freund narratives of mass violence: the role of memory and ... narratives of mass violence: the role of memory and memorialization in addressing human rights violations in
post-conflict rwanda and uganda carla de ycaza new york university nicole fox brandeis university received
september 2012; accepted february 2013 abstract this paper explores the question of what do rwandans and
ugandans working on memorialization initiatives deem important when ... trauma and orality: new
publications on mass violence and ... - trauma and orality: new publications on mass violence and oral
history andrea eidinger histoire sociale/social history, volume 49, numéro/number 98, mai/may reframing
mass violence in africa: social memory and ... - reframing mass violence in africa • african studies
initiative symposium • university of minnesota • april 2018 | 2 2. remembering and representing genocide:
darfur and rwanda remembering to prevent: the preventive capacity of public ... - remembering to
prevent: the preventive capacity of public memory kerry e. whigham columbia university abstract. it is without
doubt the case that memory of the past has been and is being used in certain places to justify radical
intolerance and unspeakable violence. but for every instance where that is the case, a dozen alternative cases
exist where memory creates cohesion, positive change ... children and mass violence - clarku - children
and mass violence october 19-20, 2017 under the impression of the ongoing conflict in syria and its
devastating toll on children, this the work of re-membering: after genocide and mass atrocity - the
work of re-membering: after genocide and mass atrocity the harvard community has made this article openly
available. please share how this access benefits you. history, memory and european identity - politics of
remembering the first world war karina oborune (university of latvia) becoming more european or european
after erasmus? ... in remembering mass violence quincy r. cloet (college of europe, natolin) mapping the
interwar european debate: the european movement and the shape of a common identity (1918-1939) matias
gardin (university of luxembourg) patriotism contained: reflections on ... the violence of memory - colorado
- deepti misri • the violence of memory 3 and purnima mankekar have drawn attention to an iconic scene in
govind nihalani’s television series tamas, in which a large number of sikh women remembering cold days:
the 1942 massacre of novi sad ... - borderland mass violence most recently, raz segal, who has studied the
mass violence of the hungarian army in the carpatho-ukraine, has claimed that the “the ideological and emo
remembering violence: media events, childhood and the ... - remembering violence: media events,
childhood and the global keval j. kumar 149 globalisation and child ren’s media use in sierra leone mohamed
zubairu wai 171
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